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Abstract: Cutting processes can be used in batch production of polygonal bars with special 

features. In this paper, a new form of broaching process for cutting of hexagonal bars from raw 

round bars is discussed. Due to lack of rolled or drawn raw material, the final product is made of 

AISI 316L stainless steel bars having appropriate initial size. In this method, a fixed die is used as 

a tool, and by applying pressure to the raw bar and passing it through the die, it is cut hexagonally. 

To study this process, different empirical tests have been conducted with different dies. Based on 

the empirical data, the process is simulated by finite element method. To determine optimal 

features of the tool, the simulation results in the design and development (i.e., tool making) stages 

have been used. Among the studied rake angles, the 15 degree angle can be introduced as the most 

suitable rake angle. In order to evaluate the amount of work hardening, micro hardness tests have 

been carried out. Quality of final surfaces of machined samples in terms of material and angles of 

the simulated dies were acceptable and experimental measurements indicated a slight increase in 

micro hardness of surface layers of the samples.           
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1. Introduction 

Due to their excellent corrosion resistance, high thermal stability and non-magneticity, AISI 316L 

stainless steel hexagonal bars are widely used in oil and gas, food, pharmaceutics and ship building 

industries. Mass production of the bars is possible by forming processes such as rolling and drawing. 

Some of these methods require secondary heat treatments due to surface effects such as work hardening 

[1] which can increase the stages and costs of the process. Cutting processes can be used in batch 

production of these bars with given specifications. When it is necessary to machine some grooves in thick 

flaking parts, which necessitates high metal removal, the usual broaching process could be applied [2]. A 

general broaching tool is made up of a series of teeth in a row with gradually increasing size along the tool 

axis until the final shape is formed. The total depth of cut is divided between the rows, so that each row 

cuts up to few tenths of a millimeter. In broaching process, workpiece is usually fixed and the desired 

shape is formed by displacing of the broaching tool. The costs of tool making and repair are relatively 

high as well.  

Bagwell and Tryles [3] used rotary broaching method to produce polygonal sections. Two essential 

parts of this process are the tool and its holder which produce final shape of the workpiece via crank 

mechanism and rotating teeth of the tool. This method is able to generate internal and external polygon 

forms in one pass with accuracy order of hundredths of one millimeter. For performing this process, a 

groove should be initially made in workpiece, so that chips are removed from the workpiece at the end of 

operation. This process needs devices such as turning or milling machines. 
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Several experimental and analytical studies have been conducted to optimize the cutting process. Lo 

[4] analyzed the cutting process assuming the rake angles of 0, 5, 10 and 15 degrees by using finite 

element method (FEM). He concluded that by increasing the angle, cutting force and maximum equivalent 

strain decrease and maximum loss occurs when the angle increases from 10 to 15 degrees. Shi, et al. [5] 

examined the effect of friction on orthogonal cutting by FEM. They considered Coulomb friction law with 

the friction coefficient of 0 to 0.6 and rake angles of 15° to 30° for simulation of the process. They showed 

that increasing the coefficient of friction under constant rake angles causes a reduction in chip curvature 

and increases contact length, cutting force and temperature. Also, they found that by maintaining constant 

friction coefficient and increasing the rake angles, cutting force and maximum temperature will be 

reduced. 

Maranhao and Davim [6] modeled cutting of AISI316 stainless steel by FEM and showed that the 

coefficient of friction has an important role in chips’ formation, magnitude of cutting forces, stresses and 

strains. Kong, et al. [7] studied broaching performance of super alloy GH4169. This super alloy is a hard 

to cut material and formation of its saw-tooth chips during the high speed machining has significant 

impact on cutting force, cutting temperature, tool lifespan and surface uniformity of the pieces. They 

studied formation of saw-tooth chips in this mode by using ABAQUS finite element software and showed 

that by increasing the rake angle from 0⁰ to 15⁰, the saw-tooth region reduces, and almost fades at angle of 

15 degrees. Satana, et al. [8] investigated the cutting speed impact on wearing of coated tungsten carbide 

tool while machining AISI316L steel. They could predict maximum wear of tool at different speeds by 

evaluating temperature and stress distributions in workpiece and tool. Their empirical findings also 

confirmed the validity of the predictions. Ben Moussa, et al. [9] performed numerical and experimental 

analyses on the distribution of residual stress and plastic strain in cutting AISI316L steel. Their results 

showed that work hardening occurs in surface layers of the parts. The examination of sample section by 

optical microscope shows change of material structure as a result of machining. The increase in cutting 

speed results in the increase of the surface plastic strain. Sawarkar and Boob [10] simulated the orthogonal 

cutting of AISI316L steel in order to determine the generated residual stress. They showed that the 

stresses have the maximum values in upper layers, which decrease by moving towards subsurface layers 

of the machined work piece. Umbrello, et al. [11] examined the influence of Johnson Cook material 

constants on finite element simulation of AISI316Lsteel machining. They investigated the effect of the 

five material constants of Johnson Cook equations for orthogonal machining on forces, temperature 

distribution and residual stress. They observed that all the considered process outputs, in particular 

residual stress, are very sensitive to material constants of Johnson Cook model. 

In this paper, the hexagonal cutting of AISI316L steel round bars will be discussed by using a new 

form of broaching process. Following this procedure, operational variables of the new broaching process 

such as material and rake angle of the die are assessed. In order to improve the die performance, the effect 

of rake angle is studied numerically by FEM. 

 

2. Settings of Experimental Method 

Figure 1 shows the set of components used in the new broaching tool. In this method, raw bar with a given 

length is placed within the guide and gets contact with the die by applying pressure to the punch. Chip 

formation takes place due to the existence of cutting edge and rake angle in die. By the complete crossing 

of workpiece from the die, hexagonal bar is produced. 
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Fig. 1. Sectional view of the special tool for hexagonal cutting 

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the tool is consisted of eight components including punch, guide, die, guide 

holder, die holder, intermediate plate, pin and screw. Required pressure for crossing of workpiece through 

the die is provided by connecting the punch to press arm. Guide’s duty is to direct punch and sample. 

Clearance between guide and sample is 0.2mm and the guide should be coaxial with the die. Hexagonal 

cavity of the die in which chip and clearance angles are applied has the duty of cutting raw material. 

Middle plate creates a suitable space for lubrication of bar and die and also provides a space to gather 

chips. Die and guide holders are responsible for positioning and holding the die and guide. Figure 2 shows 

raw bar, die and final hexagon bar, respectively. AISI 316L steel is used in this study with the grain size of 

approximately 50 μm and hardness of 170 HV. Tests were performed on samples with a diameter of 6 mm 

and a length of 3 cm. Fox cutting oil of Ecocut 832 number was applied as lubricant. 

 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Raw bar, (b) Die and (c) hexagonal bar 

 

A 25 tons servo electrical tensile-compression testing machine was used to supply power and produce 

workpieces. Micro hardness of machined samples was tested by Bareiss tester of V-Test model. 3D 

FAMILY measuring microscope of VML model was applied for color imaging of dies and samples 

surfaces. Also chip thickness was measured by VEGA model of scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

which was made by Tescan Company. Finally, machined samples were micro-threaded on lathe by using 

M3 thread. 

The die was initially designed and made from AISI D3 steel. This material is a type of cold-work tool 

steels with a high percentage of carbon and chrome (2% carbon, 12% chrome), which is employed in 

making cold extrusion, in cutting and cold punching tools, etc. In the initial stage, die was turned by a 

lathe and a 4 mm hole in diameter was drilled in it. It was then hardened to 63 HRC. After that hexagonal 

cavity was made in the die by wire cut machine and a10 degree rake angle was grinded on die face. For 

reasons that will be mentioned in the following sections, die material was changed to AISI M42 high 

speed steel (HSS). This kind of steel is used for making drills, milling tools, broaching tools, tapes and 

reamers, etc. The chemical composition of this steel is listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Chemical composition of AISI M42 HSS [12] 

V Co W Mo Cr C 
Composition 

1.2 8 1.5 9.4 3.9 108 Wt.% 

 
To make a die containing such materials, first a square cross-section bit with 25 mm side length was 

grinded cylindrically. Then, the cylindrical part was cut from the bit by a wire cut machine. A hole was 

then created within the die by a 4 mm in diameter copper electrode on an electro discharge machine 

(EDM). The hole was machined hexagonally on wire cut machine and a 15 degree rake angle was set in 

the face of the die with cylindrical grinding machine. The die face roughness was 0.2 μm-Ra. Punch and 

guide were made of AISIO1, and were hardened to 60 and 58 HRC, respectively. 

 

3. Settings of Numerical Method 

To simulate the new broaching process, capabilities of ABAQUS finite element software and its quick 

mode were used. Solving nonlinear problems and issues of plastic deformation under high strain rates is 

possible in this mode. Since the temperature of workpieces does not show significant changes after cutting 

under proper lubrication, the heat generated during the cutting process and its conduction within the 

workpiece will be ignored. Thus, numerical simulation of chip formation in this process needs an elastic 

plastic analysis. Mechanical properties applied in software for AISI 316L raw bars and for AISI M42 die 

steel are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Properties of AISI316L (Nasr, et al., 2005) and AISI M42 [13] 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Different researchers have suggested special models for flow stress in the case of large deformation and 

strain rates in which Johnson Cook's Eq. (1) is often used [14]: 

                                                                                                            (1)  
 

In this relation, A is initial yield stress of the material at room temperature, B is hardening modulus,  is 

plastic strain,  is plastic strain rate  and is reference plastic strain rate . The parameter n is 

hardening exponent, and C shows the strain rate sensitivity. Table 3 was used for the plastic properties of 

the material. It should be noted that in this relation due to the assumption of no change in temperature of 

the samples, the term related to temperature could be ignored. 

For completing plastic model and predicting material rupture, damage model must also be provided. 

Therefore, in finite element models, the element that has critical damage loses the ability to tolerate load 

and is removed from model and is separated from workpiece as a chip. In this article, the damage model of 

Johnson Cook was used as a benchmark for chip separation [14]. Johnson and Cook provided a model in 

the general form of Eq. (2) in which effective fracture strain (
f ) is a function of several variables: 

                                                                               (2) 

Property AISI 316L AISI M42 

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) 
193 225 

Poisson’s ratio 0.285 0.285 

Density (kg/m2) 8000 8030 
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is the hydrostatic component of stress,   is the von Mises material flow stress and D1, D2, D3, D4 are 

material constants of fracture. The essential parameters of both Eqs. (1) and (2) for AISI 316L are given in 

Tables 3 and 4, respectively.  
 

Table 3. J–C parameters for AISI 316L [8] 

A (MPa) B (MPa) n C  

490  
 

600  
 

0.21  
 

0.015  
 

1 

Table 4. Johnson-Cook fracture parameters of AISI316L [8] 

D1 D2 D3 D4 

0.05 
 

3.44 
 

2.12 
 

0.002 
 

To reduce solution time, by considering symmetry of the problem, only one-sixth of raw bars, die and 

punch were modeled as shown in Fig. 3. As it is shown in Fig. 3, the punch was only displaced in the Y 

direction and downward to the length of the bar and was bound in all other directions. The axis of hexagon 

bar was considered free in Y direction and bound in all other directions. Also, the depth of cut from 

hexagon bar surface was only bound in Z direction and was considered free in all other directions. 

Moreover, for the die, only flank and chip surfaces were considered free and the other surfaces were 

completely bound. In this study, all contacts were assumed as general and with a Coulomb friction. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Boundary conditions 

The types of grid and partitions, because of creating a direction of material flow in three-dimensional 

chip formation, have significant impacts on the results. Therefore, grid and partitions are selected in such a 

way that causes separation of elements as chips similar to ones in the experimental process. The eight 

node 3D element with a reduced integrated formulation (C3D8R) was used for the raw bar and die, and 

punch was assumed to be rigid. In Fig. 4, one-sixth of grid and partitions of punch, raw bar and die have 

been shown. 

The process was simulated for the die having a clearance angle of 5° and a variety of other rake 

angles. For examination of the stress distribution and the effects of different rake angles, the die was first 

assumed as ductile material. The grid for die in this case was considered in a manner that is depicted in 

Fig. 4. But deformation of the die is very negligible and, for simplification, the material can be assumed to 

be rigid. 
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Fig. 4. Selected mesh grid for (a) Punch, (b) workpiece and (c) Die 

 
4. Results and Discussion 

First the die was made from AISI D3 steel with a rake angle of 10 degrees. Figure 5a shows the top view 

of the die cavity after running two tests. As it can be seen, die edge has been worn and some built up edge 

are created. Figure 5b shows a sample made with the die. Surface of the sample suggests material 

detachment and non-uniform removal of chip from the surface. Furthermore, when cutting the second 

workpiece, guide of the die was broken, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5. (a) The die cavity made from AISI D3 steel, (b) Initial output sample 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Broken guide 
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In this case, wearing of the die edge can be due to its low strength or hardness. Breakage of the guide 

in rake angle of 10 degrees can also be due to the lack of sufficient penetration of die edge in workpiece 

and as a result its expansion and pressure exerted on the guide from the workpiece. Because of the 

efficiency of numerical simulations in reducing costs and time required for studies in experimental cases, a 

numerical assessment of appropriate rake angle was performed. Moreover, the die material was changed to 

AISI M42 HSS. 

First, the die was assumed to be rigid with rake angle of 10 degrees in simulations. Figure 7 indicates 

the experimentally generated chip and its numerical counterpart. In this case, shape of the numerical chip 

is consistent with the experimental one. Experimental chip thickness was measured with SEM and 

numerical chip thickness was measured in ABAQUS software. The average thicknesses of the 

experimental and numerical chips were 1.57 and 1.61 mm, respectively. Difference of the average 

thicknesses was 0.04 mm that shows an error of less than 3%. Also, surface of the numerical chip was 

rough and suggests separation of a number of elements from the contact face of the chip, which is 

consistent with the experimental case, that is, the built up edge created on the die face. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental and numerical chip geometry: (a) experimental result  

using of AISI D3 die (b numerical result with μ=0.2 and rake angle=10° 
 

To investigate the effect of friction coefficient, several simulations were conducted with different 

coefficients. In Fig. 8, the type of chips made in different conditions has been shown. As can be seen from 

this figure, by increasing the friction’s coefficient from 0.05 to 0.5, the curvature of the chips has 

decreased. By reducing the friction as a result of more efficient lubrication, contact length of the tool and 

chip becomes less and chip flow gets better and, thus, chip curvature increases. Also, it is observed that by 

reducing the coefficient of friction, chip thickness gets closer to the thickness of an undeformed chip. In 

Fig. 9, numerical chips with different frictional conditions have been visually compared with the 

experimental ones. Figure 10 shows formation of chip at the beginning and end of the process in the 

experimental and numerical modes with the coefficient of μ=0.2. Totally, shape of most of the created 

chips enjoys from a better compatibility with friction coefficient μ=0.2 which is consistent with the report 

of Miguelez, et al. [16]. 

Due to the reasonable consistency of the experimental and numerical results, with the aim of 

determining the appropriate rake angle, a set of simulations were repeated for dies with the rake angles of 

5, 15 and 20°. The results of these simulations have been shown in Fig. 11, in which the chip thickness 

under the rake angle of 5 degrees shows the highest level of difference with the thickness of undeformed 

chip. Moreover, surface of the produced chip is not smooth. Figure 11b shows the chip formed by the die 

with a rake angle of 10 degrees. Difference of the deformed chip thickness with the undeformed one is 

still high but this difference is less when compared with the previous case (i.e., 5 degree angle). Also, 

contact face of the chip is rough which can be due to unfavourable machining conditions. Figure 11c 

shows chips formed by a die with rake angle of 15 degrees. Thickness of the chip has got close to that of 
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the undeformed chip and there is no further roughness in the contact face. By increasing the rake angle of 

die to 20 degrees, it can be seen (Fig. 11d) that compared to 15 degrees angles the chip thickness got 

closer to the undeformed chip thickness and no roughness is seen on the chip face. Thus, material removal 

conditions are more favourable with rake angles of 15 and 20 degrees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison chip formation at the coefficient of friction µ=0.2 (a) beginning and (b) end of cutting 
 

Another factor that can be helpful in determination of the appropriate rake angle is consideration of the 

stress distribution on the die face. If in finite element model, the die is assumed to be ductile, simulations 

can be repeated again for 5 to 20 degrees of rake angles. In Fig. 12, the effect of rake angles on stress 

distribution on the die is shown. It can be observed that by increasing the angle of the die, locality of stress 

distribution is increased and stress concentration moves toward the tool tip. Figure 13 shows von Mises 

equivalent stress generated at the cutting edge of die with the rake angles from 5 to 20 degrees. According 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Chip formation at various values for the 

coefficient of friction (a) µ=0.05, (b) µ=0.1, (c) 

µ=0.2, (d) µ=0.3, (e) µ=0.4, (f) µ=0.5 

Fig. 9. Comparison of chip formation at various values for 

the  coefficient of friction (a) µ=0.05,  

(b) µ=0.1 and (c) µ=0.3 
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to this graph, stress on the cutting edge of the die with angle of 5 degrees is about 200 MPa and by 

increasing the rake angle to 10 and 15 degrees, the stress on the cutting edge increases to the extent that it 

reaches to nearly 270 MPa at rake angle of 20 degrees. 
 

 
Fig. 11. The effect of rake angle on chip deformation, where the rake angle is: (a) 5°, (b) 10°, (c) 15°, (d) 20° 

From the stress distribution in die and ratio of thickness difference between deformed and 

undeformed chips, it can be concluded that among the studied angles, 15 degree angle is a more suitable 

choice due to lower stress on the cutting edge compared to rake angle of 20 degrees and it is predicted that 

die life will be greater in this case. The surface of generated chip with angles of 15° and 20° is completely 

smooth and the only advantage of rake angle of 20 degrees is providing a condition in which the 

difference of chip thickness with undeformed chip is comparatively lower. Lo [4] also reported that with 

an increase of rake angle from 15 to 20 degrees, cutting force differs slightly. Accordingly, in order to 

increase tool lifespan, he recommended rake angle of 15 degrees. Therefore, the die was made of AISI 

M42 HSS with a rake angle of 15 degrees. Fig. 14 shows top view of the die after cutting more than 9,000 

workpieces on hydraulic press and it also shows one of the products machined with this die. Quality of 

surfaces of the produced hexagon bars was good and no wearing and built up edge was  observed in the 

die. 
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Fig. 12. The effect of rake angle on stress distribution on die and workpiece at rake 

angle of: (a) 5°, (b) 10°, (c) 15°, (d) 20° 

 
Fig. 13. Calculated Stress in cutting edge with rake angle 5°, 10°, 15° and 20° 

 

Fig. 14. (a) Die made of AISI M42 and (b) Produced sample 
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In Fig. 15, the experimental and numerical chips produced by the die of AISI M42 HSS with an angle 

of 15 degrees are compared with each other. Shapes of experimental and numerical chips are in good 

agreement. Average chip thickness measured in ABAQUS software was 1.39 mm and the average 

experimental chip thickness measured with SEM was 1.5mm. The difference of these thicknesses is 0.11 

mm that shows an error of less than 8%. Also quality of the chip face with rake angle of 15 degrees 

indicates a good quality in the surface of produced workpiece and predicts lack of built up edge in the die. 
 

 

 
Fig. 15. Comparison between experimental and numerical chip geometry: (a) experimental result using of 

 AISI M42 die (b) numerical result with μ=0.2 and rake angle=15° 

To assess the strength and hardness of the hexagon bars produced with the proposed method, micro 

hardness tests were conducted. For this purpose, three raw bars and three hexagon bars were tested by 

micro Vickers method. The tests was performed from surface toward the centre of bars with 300 gf force 

and 550 x magnification and a force application time of 10 sec. Table 5 gives the obtained values of micro 

hardness. Also in Fig. 16, the average hardness measured in hexagon bars and raw bars are compared. 

This figure shows that as a result of machining process, hardness of hexagon rod has increased for 

approximately 10% compared to the hardness of raw bars. 
 

Table 5. Microhardness (HV) of round bar and hexagona bar 

Distance from 

surface (mm) 

0.1 0.3 0.5 1 1.5 2.5 

Microhardness of 

Round Bar (HV) 

312 302 306 309 291 270 

310 300 305 295 289 270 

309 302 304 303 301 285 

Average 310.3 301.3 305 302.3 293.6 275 

Microhardness of 

Hexagona Bar (HV) 

352 330 336 341 341 345 

328 314 313 296 297 306 

345 342 341 340 325 321 

Average 341.6 328.6 330 325.6 321 324 
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Fig. 16. The average of Microhardness (HV) of round and hexagonal bar 

Since after doing hexagonal cutting micro-threading work should be performed on these bars for assessing 

machinability, this procedure (i.e., micro threading) was carried out with M3 thread. Pitch of the threads 

was measured with SEM and the values are presented in Fig. 17. Also, the produced hexagon rods were 

measured by a Mitutoyo Micrometer with 0.01 mm resolution. Errors of face-to-face distances in the 

produced workpieces were in the range of 0 to -0.01 mm. The force required for feeding bar into die was 

about 5500 N. Also, surface roughness of the hexagon rods was 1.1 μm-Ra. Figure 18, shows examples of 

raw bar, hexagon bar chips generated by AISI M42 HSS die and micro-machined hexagon bars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17. Image of (a) micro threaded sample (b) pitch of thread 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. Round bar, hexagonal bar made by AISI M42, hexagonal bar with micro machining 
 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

In this paper, a method was proposed for batch production of AISI 316L steel hexagonal bars with given 

dimensions. This method, as a special configuration of broaching process, is simply applicable with 

simple tool on a press machine. By using the proposed process and tool, more than 9,000 parts were 

produced each within 6 seconds, with accuracy levels in the range of 0 to 0.01 mm and there was no need 

to sharp the die during the operation process. After cutting the bar hexagonally, micro threading was easily 
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possible, and the results of hardness testes indicated an increase of about 10% hardness in surface layers of 

the bars. This method can be extended to other polygon bars and sections.  

In order to study this method further, a number of experimental tests were performed and based on 

the experimental results simulations and validation of the process were carried out. Validations were 

performed based on the morphology of chips, the experimental measurements of chip thickness with SEM 

and also surface quality of chip surface. Due to the reasonable consistency of average thickness of the 

experimental and numerical chips as well as their predicted and obtained quality, the proposed simulation 

method can be used to evaluate the suitable rake angle of the die. In the conducted simulations, the role of 

coefficient of friction on chip formation and the effect of rake angle on stress distribution were studied. 

Among the studied angles, the 15 degree angle can be selected as the most suitable rake angle for the 

desired cutting operations.  
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 AISI 316L فوالدی میلگردهایبرش شش گوش  عددیو  تجربی یمطالعه

 

 *همتی جالل سید ،میرزایی علیمحمد  ،اهلی رویینمجتبی 

 دانشگاه هرمزگان
 hemmati@hormozgan.ac.irنویسنده مخاطب: *

 

های خاص استفاده کرد. در این مقاله، های چندوجهی با ویژگیای میلهتوان برای تولید دستهکاری میاز فرآیندهای برشچکیده: 

گیرد. به دلیل ث و بررسی قرار میگوش از میلگردهای خام مورد بحهای ششکشی برای برش میلهشکل جدیدی از فرآیند خان

-با ابعاد اولیه مناسب ساخته می AISI 316Lنبود ماده خام نوردی یا کشیده شده، محصول نهایی از میلگرد فوالدی زنگ نزن 

اخل قالب، شود و با اعمال فشار به میلگرد و عبور دادن آن از دشود. در این روش از یک قالب ثابت که حکم ابزار را دارد استفاده می

ای مختلف انجام گرفته است. براساس ههای تجربی با قالبی این فرآیند، آزمونخورد. برای مطالعهبه صورت شش وجهی برش می

-سازیی ابزار، از نتایج شبیههای بهینهی ویژگیهای تجربی، فرآیند به روش المان محدود، شبیه سازی شده است. برای مطالعهداده

ترین وان مناسبتوان به عندرجه را می 51ها در طراحی و ساخت آن استفاده شده است. از میان زوایای براده مورد مطالعه، زاویه 

های های میکروسختی انجام شده است. کیفیت سطوح نهایی نمونهزاویه معرفی نمود. برای ارزیابی میزان کارسختی قطعات، تست

های تجربی حاکی از افزایش جزئی گیریی قالب شبیه سازی شده، قابل قبول بوده و اندازهکاری شده براساس جنس و زاویاماشین

 هاست.های سطحی نمونهیهمیکروسختی در ال

 

 یکشخان ندیفرآ یسازهیشب لگرد،یم گوش شش برش ،AISI 316Lزنگ نزن   فوالد یکارنیماشواژگان کلیدی: 
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